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Chapter 4 

Results 

 The major objective of this chapter was to display the findings of this study. The 

results on the teachers’ directive speech acts were classified into four parts. First, the 

researcher illustrated the overall distribution of the main strategies adopted by 

nonnative and native English teachers. Second, the results of the scaled response 

questionnaire were presented. Then, the participants’ use of supportive moves and 

small talk was compared. Lastly, the actual responses were analyzed qualitatively.   

Overall Distribution of Main Strategies  

The participants’ responses from ten situations in DCT were analyzed in terms 

of frequency counts. In the present study, the researcher centered on the head acts of 

the directive speech performances, which were classified based on the coding scheme 

in Chapter Three. In brief, the participants’ responses were categorized into four main 

strategies, including direct, conventionally indirect, non-conventionally indirect, and 

other strategies. The overall distribution of the two groups’ enactments of directive 

strategies is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 
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Table 4 presents percentages and frequencies of the adoption of the main strategies 

and nine sub-strategies by the two groups respectively. 

Table 4 

Percentages and Frequencies of Directive Response Strategies for NNESTs and 

NESTs 

NNESTs NESTs  Directive Response Strategies
Number % Number % 

A. Direct     

1.Mood Derivable 167 34.79 64 22.30 

2.Obligation Statement   29 6.04 12 4.18 

3.Want Statement  5 1.04 2 0.70 

Subtotal (‘A’s) 201 41.88 78 27.18 

B. Conventionally Indirect     

4.Suggestory Formula 12 2.50 9 3.14 

5.Query Preparatory  27 5.63 2 0.70 

Subtotal (‘B’s)  39 8.13 11 3.83 

C. Non-conventionally Indirect     

6. Strong Hints  114 23.75 57 19.86 

7. Mild Hints   88 18.33 77 26.83 

Subtotal (‘C’s) 202 42.08 134 46.69 

D. Others     

8. Exclusion 38 7.92 53 18.47 

9. Acceptance 0 0.00 11 3.83 

Subtotal (‘D’s) 38 7.92 64 22.30 

Total 480 100 287 100 

Note. Most numbers were rounded to two decimals with the result that the total for each group might 

exceed or be less than 100%. 
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As shown in Figure 2 and Table 4, the preference order of nonnative teachers is 

non-conventionally indirect, direct, conventionally indirect, and then other strategies.  

As for native teachers, the order is non-conventionally indirect, direct, other, and then 

conventionally indirect strategies. Both groups used non-conventionally indirect the 

most frequently and direct strategies the second. But nonnative teachers adopted the 

fewest other strategies, whereas native teachers enacted the fewest conventional 

indirect strategies.  

This result did not conform to the previous findings which indicated that 

conventionally indirect strategies were used the most frequently, and that 

non-conventionally indirect strategies were adopted the least frequently (e.g., 

Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; Bresnahan & Liao, 1996; Byon, 2004; Garacia, 1996; 

Trosborg, 1995; Yu, 1999; Zhang 1995). 

Regarding the selection of the main strategies, it was clear that the most likely 

response strategies employed by both groups were non-conventionally indirect 

strategies. The direct strategies were the next most frequently adopted forms. The data 

in Figure 2 and Table 4 shows the following tendencies: 

1. The percentage of nonnative teachers who adopted direct strategies (41.88%) was 

higher than that of native teachers (27.18%).  

2. Nonnative teachers used higher percentage of conventionally indirect strategies 

(8.13%) than native teachers (3.83%). 

3. Native teachers adopted more non-conventionally indirect strategies (46.69%) 

than nonnative teachers (42.08%).  

4. Other strategies used by native teachers (22.30%) were proportionately more than 

those employed by nonnative teachers (7.92%). 

In order to inquire further whether there was any significant difference in the 
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response strategies between the nonnative and native English teachers, the researcher 

employed the X² test of homogeneity, which is often used to compare two or more 

groups on a nominal variable with two or more categories. The null hypothesis was 

that there was no difference in directive response strategies for both groups, and 

a .001 alpha level of significance was adopted as the cutoff point to test the null 

hypothesis. The observed and expected frequencies of response strategies for both 

groups are presented in Table 5.    

Table 5 

Observed and Expected Frequencies of Directive Response Strategies for NNESTs 

and NESTs 

NNESTs NESTs Directive Response 

Strategies Observed  Expected  Observed   Expected  

A. Direct 201 175 78 104 

B. Conventionally 

Indirect 
39 31 11 19 

C. Non-conventionally 

Indirect 
202 210 134 126 

D. Others 38 64 64 38 

Total 480 287 

X² =44.55, df = 3, p<.001 

The computed X² value for data in Table 5 (X² =44.55, df = 3, p<.001) exceeded 

the critical value (X² =16.266, df = 3, p<.001); therefore, the null hypothesis was 

rejected. It was inferred that the response strategies between the nonnative and native 

teachers were not homogeneous, and there was significant difference in the response 

strategies between the two groups. In other words, the participants enacted directive 
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speech behavior differently. 

Since the X² value was computed over all cells, it neither specified which cells 

were major contributors to the X² value nor indicated which response strategies 

determine the significant differences between the two groups. Hence, each of the cells 

was computed by the formula of the standardized residuals (R) to examine which 

strategies were major contributors. When a standardized residual for a strategy was 

greater than 2.00 (in absolute value), it was concluded that the strategy was a major 

contributor to the X² value. 

Table 6 

Standard Residuals for directive response strategies for NNESTs and NESTs  

Directive response strategies NNESTs NESTs 

Direct 2.00 -2.58 

Conventionally Indirect 1.38 -1.78 

Non-conventionally Indirect -0.57 0.74 

Others -3.23 4.18 

 

As Table 6 indicates, the standardized residuals for cells 11 (R11= 2.00), 14 

(R14= -3.23), 21 (R21= -2.58), and 24 (R24= 4.18) were found greater than 2.00. 

Therefore, it was concluded that direct and other strategies were major contributors to 

cause the significant X² value. These residuals indicated that, in comparing the 

observed frequencies with the expected ones: 

1. Nonnative teachers tended to use direct strategies more frequently (R11= 2.00), 

but native teachers were inclined to adopt fewer direct strategies (R21= -2.58) than 

expected. 

2. Nonnative teachers were apt to enact other strategies less frequently (R14= -3.23), 
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but native teachers tended to employ more other strategies (R24= 4.18) than 

expected.  

This first result agrees with Yu’s (1999) finding: Chinese speakers tend to use 

the direct strategies significantly more often than English speakers. 

Results of Scaled Response Questionnaire 

The scaled response questionnaire was used to examine whether nonnative and 

native teachers had similar perception of each situation. Independent Sample t-test 

was employed to find out if there were significant group differences in their 

assessment of the circumstances. Table 7 shows the t-test results for the data obtained 

from the scaled response questionnaire. 

Table 7 

Means and Standard Deviations for SRQ Data between NNESTs and NESTs 

 NNESTs NESTs  

 Mean SD Mean SD  

Seriousness of situation 2.95 .50 2.97 .51 t=-.213 , p=.832

Frequency of occurrence 2.24 .34 2.06 .49 t=1.861, p=.067

Necessity of reaction 3.48 .49 3.51 .40 t=-.270, p=.788

Note: *P<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 

As shown in Table 7, no significant difference was found between nonnative and 

native teachers in view of the severity of the situation, frequency of occurrence and 

necessity of the teachers’ responses. It appeared that nonnative and native teachers 

had similar perceptions toward the situation in the DCT questionnaire. This result 

ensured the authenticity and compatability of the situations in this study. 

Comparison of Supportive Moves and Small Talk 

Directive speech acts often imposed burden on the addressee, so supportive 
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moves and small talk were found in the collected data to decrease the degree of 

imposition to the hearers.  

A supportive move is considered an optional part to intensify the force of given 

utterances. When a supportive move occurs alone, it can be seen as a head act, such as 

“Why are you late?” But if it is accompanied with other core response, it can only be 

taken as a supportive move, as shown in Example 1.   

(1) “Leo, you’re coming! Why are you late for school? You interrupt my lecturing. 

You need to apologize for this, don’t you?”        (S5-21: being late; NNEST)            

In this example, the part, “Why are you late for school?” was a supportive move, 

whereas the utterance, “You need to apologize for this, don’t you?” was regarded as 

the head act. A supportive move is also employed to lower the degree of imposition to 

the hearers. In Example 2, the utterance, “Linda, chatting on the cell phone… make 

you liable to due punishment next time,” was used to justify the necessity of the 

speaker’s performance of directive speech behavior. 

(2) “Linda, chatting on the cell phone during class is very inappropriate and violates 

the school rule. Such a rule-breaking act will definitely make you liable to due 

punishment next time. Turn off you cell phone or switch it to the vibration mode 

before class”                               (S3-54: cell phone; NNEST) 

Small talk refers to utterances of little importance or less irrelevant to the 

intended action before expressing the speaker’s actual intensions.  

 (3) “Tony, it seems that you are really energetic today. I’m glad to see you that 

happy. But, now, we’re in class. I need your attention and cooperation.”  

(S2-30: interrupting lecture; NNEST) 

As shown in Example 3, the part, “Tony, it seems that you are really energetic today. 

I’m glad to see you that happy,” was regarded as small talk to enhance the degree of 
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indirectness of the speaker’s intended illocutionary force. Table 8 shows the 

frequency distribution of supportive moves and small talk per response for nonnative 

and native English teachers.  

Table 8 

Percentage and observed frequencies of supportive moves /small talk per response for 

NNESTs and NESTs  

  NNESTs NESTs 

Supportive moves/small talk 228 74 

Total responses 480 287 

Percentage per response 47.5% 25.8% 

X² =35.48, df = 1, p<.001 

It appeared that native teachers used supportive moves and small talk less 

frequently (25.8%); in contrast, nonnative teachers adopted more supportive moves 

and small talk (47.5%) to lower the degree of imposition and enhance the students’ 

performance of intended speech acts.  

The X² test of homogeneity was employed to testify whether there was difference 

in the use of supportive moves and small talk between nonnative and native teachers. 

The computed X² value for data in Table 8 (X² =35.48, df = 1, p<.001) exceeded the 

critical value (X² =10.827, df = 1, p<.001). It suggested that there was significant 

difference in the enactment of supportive moves and small talk of the two groups. In 

other words, the nonnative and native English teachers were not homogeneous with 

regard to their employment of supportive moves and small talk.  

After the calculation of standardized residuals, it was concluded that in 

comparison with the expected frequencies:  

1. Nonnative English teachers used supportive moves and small talk more often 
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(R31= 2.84) than expected.  

2. Native English teachers adopted supportive moves and small talk less frequently 

(R32= -3.67) than expected.  

As Table 6 shown, some of the standardized residuals were not greater than 2.00 

(in absolute value), which means the distributional differences between nonnative 

teachers versus native teachers failed to reach significance. That is to say, the 

participants’ adoption of conventionally indirect and non-conventionally indirect 

strategies was homogeneous and showed no significant differences. Apparently, the 

quantitative analysis in this study can only make overall comparison between 

nonnative and native teachers. 

Nevertheless, these patterns still provided suggestive trends. First, the percentage 

of using non-conventionally indirect strategies by nonnative and native teachers was 

similar, and the two groups both adopted non-conventionally indirect strategies the 

most frequently. Second, nonnative teachers were inclined to enact conventionally 

indirect strategies more often than native teachers, but the numbers were too small to 

be more than suggestive. Finally, the data in Table 8 only show general distribution of 

the participants’ enactment of supportive moves and small talk. 

In order to know more about the participants’ selection of directive response 

strategies and their use of supportive moves and small talk, the investigator further 

analyzed the participants’ actual production of directive response utterances via 

qualitative examination. 

Qualitative Analysis 

In the following section, the researcher focused on the participants’ actual 

utterances and their supportive moves and small talk via qualitative analysis, so that 

cross-cultural differences between nonnative and native English teachers may be 
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better understood. 

There were some interesting findings in respect to the participants’ employment of 

supportive moves and small talk. Nonnative teachers’ directive response strategies 

appeared to be grounded in a moral appeal. They were apt to provide explanations or 

justification for their directive speech acts in advance so as to warrant the students’ 

desirable behavior. For example, the directive performances were manifested in the 

context of observable situations, which justified the necessity of the teachers’ 

expected behavior, as shown in Examples 4 and 5.  

(4) “Cathy, look at the syllabus I gave you at the beginning of the semester. It clearly 

says when you are supposed to submit the final report. I’m sorry you fail to 

finish in time. Probably you will get low grades this semester.”  

(S1-09: assignment delay; NNEST) 

(5) “Everybody else in this class has been under the same academic pressure but they 

can still deal with them well and hand in their papers on time. Since you are also 

one member of this class, you have to meet the deadline as others and no 

extension will be granted.”               (S1-52: assignment delay; NNEST) 

Also, nonnative teachers preferred to explain the possible negative consequences 

of students’ behavior. See Examples 6 and 7. 

(6) “If you are sleepy, I can allow you to wash your face. Once you sleep, your 

classmates may fall asleep like you.”            (S7-20: dozing off; NNEST)   

(7) “Schedule your reviews and keep early hours. Burning the midnight oil is not 

good for your health. Try to put yourself in my shoes, and you shall know taking 

out your book and opening it to the lesson in discussion is a basic move that you 

should make to show respect for me as a teacher.”  (S7-54: dozing off; NNEST)   

For native teachers, they were found to look at things in a more humorous and 
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joking way when dealing with the students’ inappropriate behavior. For instance:   

(8) “Please turn off your phone. Next time I will take it and make calls to Africa.” 

(S3-106: cell phone; NEST) 

(9) “Leo, you hurt my feelings. You just come into my class and sit down. You don’t 

even say you are sorry.”                       (S5-114: being late; NEST)  

In addition, the previous studies have pointed out that Chinese speakers were apt 

to place supportive moves and small talk before the head act in seemingly high 

imposition circumstances (Yu, 1999). In Chinese discourse, indirectness seemed to 

consist of a “because…therefore” structure rather than a “therefore…because” 

structure (Kirkpatrick, 1991), as shown in Examples 10 and 11.  

(10) “It’s time for class discussion, not for studying by your own. Would you like to 

join us?”                        (S10-09: activity participation; NNEST) 

(11) “Tony, it seems that you are reluctant or listen to me and would like to say a lot. 

Would you please come to the front and share what you want to say with all of 

us in English?”                      (S2-10:interrupting lecture; NNEST) 

As for English speakers, they usually placed such moves and talk after the core 

request and considered them optional in realizing indirectness (Færch & Kasper, 

1989). But this tendency did not show much in the present study.  

Supportive moves and small talk are both effective means to attend to the 

hearer’s face needs and are regarded as devices to increase the degree of indirectness 

of the participants’ illocutionary force. In spite of such moves and talk, the 

participants’ actual utterances would be further discussed in Chapter Five.                      


